
SOUTH AMERICA
Last year we published some details of the 1974 Commonwealth Andean Expedition's
activities in the Colque Cruz group in the Cordillera Vilcanota. Since then Colin
Monteath has sent us a sketch map of this region which is reproduced here. It is based on
sketches provided by Cesar Morales, R. Schachtele's 1970 French expedition records,
Olaf Hartmann's 1970 map (AAJ 1971) and the 19741nstiruro Geographico Militar's
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NOTES-SOUTH AMERICA

'Ocongate' 1: 100,000 .sheet. Peak heights in general come from this new map though
their accuracy is often questionable; names too are often tentative. Some photographs,
including a panorama of the Colque Cruz chain are also reproduced.

Evelio Echevarria has kindly provided the following notes:

VENEZUELA
Sierra Nevada de Merida A Venezuelan-Spanish party accomplished the second ascent
of Pico de Vertigo (ca. 4900 m) in mid-January 1975. This peak, ascended for the first
time by 2 Britons and a Venezuelan in 1962, has been described as the 'Petit Dru of
Venezuela. '

COLOMBIA
Sierra Nevada del Cocuy Six Colombian university students made an ascent of the
highest peak in the range, Alto Ritacuba (5464 m), as well as the probable second ascent
of the rock peak unofficially called Ritacuba Negro (5389 m). The expedition took place
in March 1975.

ECUADOR
In October 1974, Marco Cruz and the Frenchman J oseph Berge made a new route up the
steep N face of Quilindafia (4877 m), the 'Ecuadorian Matterhorn'. Climbers from Quito
opened a new route on Cayambe's W ridge (5789 m) and made the second ascent of the
difficult Fraile Grande (ca. 5200 m), which had been climbed in 1972 by the Tremonti
expedition. A Spanish expedition from Granada introduced a variant on the NE face of
Illiniza Sur (5266 m). The last 3 climbs mentioned took place in late 1974.

PERU
Cordillera Blanca Several ascents of both peaks of Huascanin occurred this year, but 3
Germans perished on the N peak. Americans B. Carson and D. Manning scaled Alpamayo
and Carson, plus 3 others, ascended Jancarurish (5601 m) by a new route, the SE. Eight
Dutchmen also ascended Alpamayo, this time by its N ridge. ew Zealanders J. Atkinson
and J. Black made the first ascent of the E face of Pucaraju (5360 m). American
mountaineers who have visited the Cordillera Blanca this year have protested about the
large quantity of refuse that has been left by expeditions in some areas of this range,
particularly at the foot of Alpamayo and Pisco.

Cordillera Raura An Italian party ascended in mid-1974 several lower peaks in the
Millpo group, which appears to be the western-most arm of the Raura range in Central
Peru. Some members of the 1974 party returned in 1975 to conquer the highest peak in
the group, Millpo Grande (stated to be over 5600 m high), which was done on 4 August.

CHILE
N Andes In the still little known mountains of the Elqui valley, 6 ~chool students, ages
11 to 17, made in late November 1974 the first known ascents of the peaks of Diablos
Parados (4200 m), El Toro (4300 m) and Pasto Sal ado (4845 m).

ARGENTINA
Central Andes On Aconcagua, an official Chilean expedition sent by the 'Federacion
de Andinismo' failed to establish a variant of the French route on the S face of the
mountain, on account of strong winds and avalanches. In the same AconcagiJa district, a
Croatian expedition made the first ascent of the S face of Cerro Catedral (5335 m), on
15 February 1975. The Germans G. Menz, W. Niederacher and P. Vogler climbed the SE
face of Cerro Tupungato (6550 m) in January 1975. A. Giambisi and N. Portolan,
members of an Italian expedition, scaled the E face of Mercedario (6670 m), highest
peak in the Ramada range of N-central Argentina.

PATAGONIA
The first ascent of Aguja (Aiguille) Mermoz, 2754 m, by way of the N face, was accom
plished on 10 February 1974 by the Argentinians H. Cuifia, F. Olaechea and G. Vieiro.
In the same area, FitzRoy-Torre massifs, a Swiss expedition repeated the American route
on Cerro FitzRoy and made also the first ascent of Aguja Bifida (2450 m), in the Cerro
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NOTES-BRITISH ISLES

Torre valley, in early 1975. Argentinians, Slovenians and Italians, the latter under
Cesarino Fava, have failed in their repeated attempts on Cerro Moyano (2740 m). The
attempts will be renewed in late 1975 and early 1976.

POLAR REG IONS
The most significant area of activity, Greenland, is covered in Derek Fordham's triennial
review article on p 206. An account of a complete -S traverse of the Staunings Alps by
Keith Miller's party is also included on p 143. We have no news of Antarctic climbing.

BAFFlN ISLAND
There has been considerable activity here this summer. A British party made a number of
ascents in the Asgard region; K. Rawlinson and S. Blake made the first ascent of the
Central Pillar of Overlord; K. McLane and D. Lee climbed the SW ridge of the W summit
of Turnweather; D. MacDonald and McLane climbed a 2000 m peak opposite Mount
Thor, by a 1000 m ice gully: McDonald and G. Sims made the first ascent of a peak to
the NW of Turnweather. A final attempt by the whole party of the face of Mount Ulu
was unsuccessful. The W face of Tirokwa was climbed by P. Livesey and Jill Lawrence,
with pitches averaging 5.6 to 5.8, with 3 of 5.9.

THE BRITISH ISLES
It has been a biJsy year in most of the climbing areaS of the British Isles, and extensive
reports have appeared in 'Mountain' and elsewhere. This wealth of information makes it
difficult to distinguish the dross from the gold-however, no doubt in the fullness of
time it will be possible to identify more clearly such significant advances as have
occurred. For this reason, we will rely heavily in future on the triennial review, hopefully
written by a practising expert, to isolate the important cvents and provide a measure of
perspective, thus enabling us to see the wood for the trees. These notes will thus largely
deal with trends and general aspects of the climbing scene.

As in most other parts of the world where the scope for new routes is limited, the
motive behind many rock climbs in the elimination of aid from existing lines. Often,
climbs made initially with the bare minimum of aid have this removed on the second
ascent. This is not to say that new routes are not being made: on the contraty, great
ingenuity is often shown in squeezing in yet another line on a crag which already boasts
a maze of routes. Similar ingenuity, sometimes misplaced, is also shown in naming the
resulting climb and a random selection reveals some apparent trends. Elements of
disaster or the macabre frequently provide inspiration; thus we have 'The Graveyard'
(Sumner, Warner and Short, HVS, Craig Cowarch) and the topical 'Jaws' (Cleasby and
Lynch, HVS, Shepherd's Crag). The pun or the play on words results in names like
'Space Oddity' (Strapcans and Kind, 60 m, XS, 5c, Wintour's Leap), while names of a
more doubtful origin are typified by 'Crunchy Frog' (Birkett and McHaffie, 45 m, HVS,
Shepherd's Crag) and 'Juicy Lucy' (Whillance and Hetherington, HVS, Cafell Side Crag,
Watendlath). Less typically, we find the indulgence of an element of description: thus we
have 'Dihedral' (Rech and Taylor, 300 m, XS, NW face of Sgurr a'Mhadaidh, Skye). This
subject cannot be pursued here, but might provide a less than serious insight into the
psychology of the contemporary rock climber-any reader who feels moved to write an
article along these or related lines would find it eagerly accepted by the editorial.

It is becoming a usual practice to inspect new routes from a tOP rope before attempt
ing them. A result of the paucity of possible new climbs is the popularity of girdling to
provide variety on cliffs already well worked over. A major example is C. Wornham and
P. Buckley's girdle traverse on Carnmore (Ulysses, 600 m, HVS) which took 2 days to
complete. The leading West Country climber, Keith Darbyshire, who was killed while
investigating a cliff near the Lizard, was a keen exponent of sea-level girdling.

The trend towards the freeing of aided routes ha produced its measure of con
troversy. P. Live ey, a major prophet and practitioner of the free climbing faith, has been
much criticised for the views he put forward in an article entitled 'Lakeland Commen
tary' ('Mountain' 39). Some have judged that he overstates the difference in ethical
approach between the leading climbers of today and those of former years, to the detri
ment of past achievements. The importance of developments in methods of protection is
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